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TIPS project
SISSA / ISAS
International School for Advanced Studies
via Beirut 4 - 34014 Trieste - Italy
Phone: +39-040-3787463 Fax:+39-040-3787528
tips.sissa.it
www.sissa.it
European Union
5th framework
IST-1999-10419
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Participants
Trieste, I (SISSA)
www.sissa.it
Udine, I (Università di Udine)
web.uniud.it
London, UK (City University)
web.soy.city.ac.uk/research/cisr/
Grenoble, F (CLIPS-IMAG UJF)
www-clips.imag.fr
Geneva, CH (IT Division, CERN)
www.cern.ch
Bristol, UK (IoP)
www.iop.org
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Road Map
February 2000 start
April 2001 portal version 0.5
May 2002 portal version 0.9
May 2002 TIPS Conference
June 2002 portal version 1.0
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The digital research community
“The way 
you work 
has
already 
changed”
The communication of scientific 
research results has changed in 
recent years as digital means of 
information production,
distribution and access have 
become widespread
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A three layer structure
communitiesco unities
archivesarchives
servicesservices
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Repositories of information
digitalized on: 
(open) archives,
databases
MILESTONE  1991
arXiv.org  e-print archive
weblib.cern.ch
www.slac.stanford.edu
archivesarchives
? Library
? Publishers’ stacks
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Services
digitalized on: 
review journals, cross-
citation, …
MILESTONE  1997
Journal of High Energy Physics
jhep.sissa.it
servicesservices
? Library desks
? Paper journals
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Communities
digitalized on: 
e-mail, text and graphical 
authoring sw …
MILESTONE  2003 ?
communitiesco unities
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Three (digital) layers
iArchive iCite iNews iJournal iM2
Quality 
Control Tools
Assisted 
SearchFiltering
Personal
Folder
Integrated User Interface
Digital Community
OA DBOA DB OA DBOA DB OA DB OA DB
Open Archive
DataBase
Service
Core Module
iConference
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Overview
Harvesting
Search Engines 
Social FilteringCognitive Filtering
Information End-Users 
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Torii: your direct access
Torii gives you direct access 
to the Digital Research
Community
? Unified access point (on web)
? Customizable to fit your interests
? Synergic combination of services 
and information
torii.info
“It works 
the way 
you work”
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A snapshot
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Scientific documents and the Web
In scientific publishing the correct markup of 
semantic and graphical content can be quite 
complex
An answer:
? Extensible Markup Language (XML)
? Java language
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Open portal to open archives
Key features for the integration of dynamic access to 
the information are the XML language and the Open 
Archive Initiative protocol
The OAI Protocol for Metadata Harvesting is the basic 
communications protocol between Torii and the 
services
Torii will be easily extensible to any archive 
implementing the protocol
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The multi-layered document
The multi-layered document is a 
stack of different pieces of 
information about a document
? Dynamic access
? Graphic interface
? Support tools
“How 
does it 
work?”
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Searching with Okapi
Sophisticated search environment based on:
? Probabilistic model 
? Relevance feedback
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The assistant
IRA: the Information Retrieval Assistant 
helps you with:
? Helpful hints
? Terminological suggestions
? Contextual suggestions
“You are not 
left alone in 
searching”
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Personalized information
Broad-casting vs. narrow-casting
Mass-media vs. personal-media 
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Cognitive filtering
The user defines his research interest
profiles 
The profile is automatically updated 
every time the user provides explicit 
relevance feedback
Every day the module filters the 
submissions to the archives 
The user is able to see the most 
relevant document at the top of the list
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Social filtering
It is the digital analogy of sharing papers among 
colleagues
It circulates documents among users who share 
interests
It automatically delivers to the personal folder those 
documents that are relevant
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A network of QCT  
Quality Control Tools
memorize and exploit human 
evaluation
The results are numerical 
scores about the scientific 
quality of the document
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iCite
Extracts all citations from all the documents 
Creates a network of cross-references 
icite.sissa.it
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Document
description
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The personal folder
Is the hub of the system
This is where you can store your 
documents for future reference
Here you will find new documents 
suggested by the social filtering engine
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3G technology
You can connect and use it via 
WAP: torii.info/wml/ia.wml 
…but we must wait for the 3G broad 
bandwidth 
“Torii is 
ready to 
move into 
the future of 
digital 
networking”
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Final event
at
2nd International Conference on Adaptive Hypermedia 
and Adaptive Web Based Systems
29/5/2002 - 31/5/2002
Malaga, Spain
sirius.lcc.uma.es/AH2002/
www.dimi.uniud.it/~mizzaro/AH2002/
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Conclusion
It works the way you work
Easy desk- and palm-top access
Over open archives
Open integration of service providers
Improved search tools
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The future
Information providers
Information managers
Extends to audio, images and video data 
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Thank you!
torii.info
tips.sissa.it
asnicar@sissa.it
